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ABSTRACT: Here  at  curry bank  it is our goal to bring   to bring you dishes that are prepared with an array of  organic ingredients and  

freshly ground spices combined in a unique sequence. Unlike most restaurants we offer authentic food from the various regions that span 

across India. Likewise, we serve you fresh, hot, Indian organic food within minutes so you don’t have to wait.  Our restaurant is set up in a 

way so that you can make a meal fit to your cravings by simply choosing what you want to eat. You can build your own plate or wrap by 

choosing the various entrees and sides we offer. Curry Point also has a selection of salads, biryanis, and kabobs for you to enjoy. Stop by 

everyday and experience an exciting daily special that will leave you wanting more. You can  our curry  on our Curry Bank and expect 

friendly service, good value, and a real authentic cuisine that is Fast.Fresh.Indian. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This article is about organic curry sales and purchase in an e- 

commerce  manner. Normal sustenance's created from the earliest 

starting point an agriculturists' market in Argentina Normal 

sustenance will be sustenance passed on by methods that agree to 

the guidelines of customary creating. Checks change far and wide, 

yet typical building up all around highlights hones that endeavor to 

cycle assets, advance natural adjust, and screen biodiversity. 

Affiliations supervising trademark things may limit the utilization 

of specific pesticides and manures in creating. Everything 

considered, typical sustenance's are correspondingly for the most 

part not dealt with utilizing illumination, mechanical solvents or 

assembled sustenance included substances.  

At appear, the European Union, the United States, Canada, Mexico, 

Japan, and different particular nations envision that makers will get 

extraordinary assertion recalling a definitive goal to plug sustenance 

as consistent inside their edges. Concerning these controls, normal 

sustenance is made in a way that agrees to trademark benchmarks 

set by neighborhood affiliations, national governments and general 

affiliations. Despite the way that the pass on of kitchen greenery 

separated regions might be normal, offering sustenance with a 

trademark stamp is composed by administrative sustenance security 

masters, for example, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) or 

European Commission (EC).  

There isn't agreeable insistence in remedial arrangement to help 

proclaims that normal sustenance is more secure or more productive 

than routinely made sustenance. While there might be two or three 

contrasts in the supplement and against supplement substance of 

regularly and traditionally passed on sustenance, the variable idea 

of sustenance age and overseeing makes it hard to entire up results 

Claims that normal sustenance tastes better are for the most part not 

kept up by evidence. 

In the existing  if we need curry we must have to go for curry point 

and  if we want to buy a curry prepared with  organic vegetables 

there was a little stalls will available and we don't know where 

exactly those points locations. There are less number of  curry 

points are available about organic foods. There is no home delivery 

available. to over come this drawbacks we introduced Currybank  

which is online curries purchase application system. by using this 

application we need not to worry about location of an the purchase 

shops we simply order curries using this app and we will buy 

curries.   

Proposed Scheme : 

Here we designed  Curry Bank application for selling organic  foods 

. If  any person wants to invest a curry point this application is so 

useful to them here they need  not to worry about the investment 

.they post their curries here if anybody in trusted about that 

particular curry  they will make a call for seller to buy that at the 

same time that user can able to post  curries . 

 The very first advantage is the seller need not to worry 

about investment of Curry point. 

 The user need not to worry about location where the curry 

point is . 

 

MODULES DESCRIPTION: 

Admin: 

 Admin can able to view curries which is added by users 

and he can able to delete those curries. and also he can able to 

maintain users like viewing and removing actions. 

 

User:  

 user can add curries as well as he can able to view curries 

if he need to buy those he can make a call to required person to buy 

curry. and also he can able to  post a curry for sale. if he needs to 

delete that he can able to that operation also.  

 

Login  activity: 

Here all the users admin, user curry provider must have to login in 

this page .Here they have to enter their username and password  
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Curry Provider Home: 

 This is the page where the curry provider can add curries. 

 

 
View Items: 

here provider can view all the curries which application had. 

 

 
 

 

User home: 

after registration user can able to login, after login the users home 

willl appears like this here user cab able to view  

\GH 
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Here the  user can view their organic curries to buy. 

 
 

After selecting a specific item then it will shows the details like this 
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If we click on  call person it will call to the specific provider who is 

added that curry. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 This application deals with organic foods selling in online 

here we have two modules admin and user .user can able to view 

curries and he can able to post there curries to. if  he needs  to delete 

the previous curry he can able to do that also. if any of  the user 

interested to buy our curry he will make a call to us. And admin can 

able to perform  actions  like viewing users and curries and deleting 

those.  
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